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How Asymmetries Between Arctic and Antarctic Climate
Sensitivity Are Modified by the Ocean

H. A. Singh1,2 , O. A. Garuba1 , and P. J. Rasch1

1Atmospheric Sciences and Global Change Division, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, U.S. Department of Energy
Office of Science, Richland, WA, USA, 2School of Earth and Ocean Sciences, University of Victoria, Victoria, British
Columbia, Canada

Abstract We investigate how the ocean response to CO2 forcing affects hemispheric asymmetries in
polar climate sensitivity. Intermodel comparison of Phase 5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
CO2 quadrupling experiments shows that even in models where hemispheric ocean heat uptake differences
are small, Arctic warming still exceeds Antarctic warming. The polar climate impact of this evolving ocean
response to CO2 forcing is then isolated using slab ocean experiments in a state-of-the-art climate model.
Overall, feedbacks over the Southern Hemisphere more effectively dissipate top-of-atmosphere anomalies
than those over the Northern Hemisphere. Furthermore, a poleward shift in ocean heat convergence in
both hemispheres amplifies destabilizing ice albedo and lapse rate feedbacks over the Arctic much more
so than over the Antarctic. These results suggest that the Arctic is intrinsically more sensitive to both CO2

and oceanic forcings than the Antarctic and that ocean-driven climate sensitivity asymmetry arises from
feedback destabilization over the Arctic rather than feedback stabilization over the Antarctic.

Plain Language Summary Anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions impact climate globally,
but nowhere more so than over the Arctic, a phenomenon known as polar amplification. Surprisingly,
the climate response over the Antarctic is much more muted than the climate response over the Arctic,
which has been attributed to the large uptake of heat over the Southern Ocean which cools the Southern
Hemisphere. Here we show that a weaker climate response over the Antarctic is due, in part, to weaker
intrinsic sensitivity to both greenhouse gas forcing and the state of the ocean. Even climate models with
similar amounts of heat uptake into the deep ocean in both hemispheres warm more over the Arctic than
the Antarctic. Furthermore, similar increases in winter season heat transport into the polar oceans in both
hemispheres trigger more destabilizing climate feedbacks over the Arctic than the Antarctic. Therefore,
greater climate change over the Arctic than the Antarctic can be expected even if ocean heat uptake or
ocean heat transport changes are similar in both hemispheres.

1. Introduction
Asymmetry of the climate change signal in the Arctic and the Antarctic is evident in current observations and
modeling studies (Turner et al., 2007; Walsh, 2009). While sea ice extent has been trending downward in the
Arctic (Comiso, 2002; Stroeve et al., 2007), it has been modestly increasing in the Antarctic (Fetterer et al., 2017;
Turner et al., 2009; though observations over the past 2 years have shown a sharp decline in Antarctic sea ice
extent). Winter season temperatures have been trending upward over most of the Arctic (Comiso, 2003), but
the Antarctic has shown more mixed trends, with cooling over the East Antarctic accompanied by warming
over the West Antarctic and its peninsula (Steig et al., 2009). Global climate models (GCMs) project receding
sea ice in both hemispheres, but ice loss and warming over the Antarctic are still more muted than that over
the Arctic in nearly all models (Knutti & Sedlacek, 2013).

Several hypotheses have been put forth to explain the asymmetric climate response over the Earth’s polar
regions. Diminished stratospheric ozone (and its associated circulation changes; see, e.g., Turner et al., 2009),
greater freshwater fluxes from Antarctic ice shelf melt (Bintanja et al., 2013), and greater sequestration of
heat in the deep Southern Ocean (Flato & Boer, 2001) have all been proposed to decrease transient climate
sensitivity over the Antarctic. The mean state Southern Ocean circulation has also been proposed to delay
Antarctic warming, as northward Ekman transport advects greenhouse-warmed waters away from the conti-
nent, which are replaced by cooler upwelled waters from the deep (Armour et al., 2016; Marshall et al., 2014).
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Figure 1. Response to CO2 quadrupling (years 100–150) in 13 CMIP5 models: (a) zonal mean surface temperature
anomaly (K) in the Northern Hemisphere (NH; solid lines) and Southern Hemisphere (SH; dashed lines) in individual
CMIP5 models (colors) and for the multimodel mean (black). (b) As in (a) but for the ocean heat uptake (OHU) anomaly
(W/m2; positive downward). (c) OHU difference between the NH and SH (area weighted and averaged from 50∘N/S to
the pole) versus the area-averaged polar temperature anomaly difference between the NH and SH (area weighted and
averaged from 50∘N/S to the pole), for individual CMIP5 models (markers) with the line of best fit computed via linear
regression (y intercept = 3.2 K, slope = 0.6 K/W/m2, r = 0.6). In (c), results from years 300 to 330 of the CESM1 CO2
doubling experiment are also shown (black dot).

Taken together, these hypotheses all ascribe a prominent role for the ocean in decreasing transient sensi-
tivity over the Antarctic, through its response to changing momentum, freshwater, or heat fluxes (though
the impacts of ozone depletion and ice shelf melt in opposing warming have both been contested; see, e.g.,
Pauling et al., 2016; Sigmond & Fyfe, 2010). Conversely, high sensitivity over the Arctic has largely been
attributed to stronger local feedback processes (Hwang et al., 2011; Kay et al., 2012), with increased ocean
heat transport also augmenting sensitivity (Holland & Bitz, 2003; Hwang & Frierson, 2010).

Despite these differing narratives, there are similarities between the ocean heat transport and uptake
responses in both hemispheres. Some models show an increase in ocean heat transport in winter in both
the Arctic and Antarctic (Singh et al., 2017). Others have substantial ocean heat uptake (OHU) in the subpolar
North Atlantic which rivals uptake over the Southern Ocean (see Rose & Rayborn, 2016, Figure 1). How sen-
sitive are polar climates to these ocean responses, namely, increased ocean heat transport combined with
evolving subpolar heat uptake? And to what extent can these ocean responses, and the radiative feedback
responses to them, be used to explain differences in polar climate sensitivity between the Arctic and the
Antarctic?

In this study, we examine whether differences in CO2-forced OHU and convergence between the NH and SH,
or different sensitivities to these ocean responses, may play a role in asymmetric climate sensitivities over the
Arctic and Antarctic. We begin by examining polar warming asymmetries and their relationship to subpolar
OHU in a collection of models participating in Phase 5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5).
We then directly impose evolving OHU and ocean heat transport changes (computed from a fully coupled CO2

doubling experiment) in a climate model with a slab ocean and analyze the forcing efficacy and associated
seasonal radiative feedbacks of this ocean response in both hemispheres. We use these results to assess the
ocean’s role in enhancing Arctic-Antarctic sensitivity asymmetries.

2. Methods
2.1. CMIP5 Analysis
The relationship between hemispheric surface temperature and OHU responses to CO2 quadrupling is
assessed in 13 models participating in CMIP5 (averaged poleward of 50∘N/S for Figure 1c). Individual models
used in the analysis are listed in the supporting information (SI) Table S1. We hereafter refer to the OHU as the
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Table 1
Overview of CESM-SOM Experiments

Experiment Atmosphere Ocean Net OHU (NH/SH)

Control 1XCO2 Control OHFC 0.0 W/m2

PertAtm 2XCO2 Control OHFC 0.0 W/m2

PertAtm+Ocn15 2XCO2 Pert OHFC, years 0–30 1.9 W/m2 (2.0/1.8)

PertAtm+Ocn85 2XCO2 Pert OHFC, years 60–90 1.2 W/m2 (1.3/1.1)

PertAtm+Ocn165 2XCO2 Pert OHFC, years 150–180 0.6 W/m2 (0.7/0.5)

PertAtm+Ocn485 2XCO2 Pert OHFC, years 470–500 0.1 W/m2 (0.2/0.0)

Note. The northern/southern hemispheric (NH/SH) OHU anomaly is quantified as the
area-weighted integral of the net (downward) surface heat flux in the respective hemisphere.
CESM = Community Earth System Model version 1; SOM = slab ocean model; OHU = ocean
heat uptake; OHFC = ocean heat flux convergence.

net (positive downward) surface heat flux anomaly, which includes both radiative and turbulent components.
For each model, anomalies are computed as the difference between a simulation where CO2 was abruptly
quadrupled (Ab4XCO2, averaged over years 100–150) and a control simulation using preindustrial forcing
(PIControl). To assess how hemispheric differences between the subpolar/polar surface temperature response
are related to hemispheric differences in subpolar/polar OHU (Figure 1c), surface temperature anomalies and
OHU are area weighted and averaged poleward of 50∘N/S; the linear regression shown is relatively insensitive
to the choice of this latitudinal cutoff (i.e., latitudes between 40∘N/S and 60∘N/S and the pole all yield similar
relationships between hemispheric OHU differences and hemispheric surface temperature differences).

2.2. Experiments With the Fully Coupled CESM1
To assess the time-evolving ocean response to CO2 doubling, a 500-year abrupt CO2 doubling experiment is
performed using the fully coupled Community Earth System Model version 1 (CESM1; Hurrell et al., 2013) with
the following components, all at nominally 1∘ spatial resolution: the Community Atmosphere Model version 5
(CAM5; Neale et al., 2012), Parallel Ocean Program version 2 (Danabasoglu et al., 2012), the Los Alamos Sea Ice
Model (Hunke & Lipscomb, 2008), and the Community Land Model version 4 (Oleson et al., 2010). Branching
from an equilibrated preindustrial control run, atmospheric CO2 is abruptly doubled from 284 to 568 ppm,
with all other constituents held at preindustrial levels.

2.3. Experiments With the CESM Coupled to a Slab Ocean (CESM-SOM)
The time-evolving mixed layer ocean response to CO2 doubling in the fully coupled CESM1 (over years 0–30,
60–90, 150–180, and 470–500) is captured using the Q-flux formulation of Bitz et al. (2012)

𝜌wcphML
dTML

dt
= Fnet − Qflx, (1)

where 𝜌w is the density of seawater, cp is its heat capacity, hML is the annual mean depth of the mixed layer
(see Bailey et al., 2010), Fnet is the net surface heat flux, and Qflx is the ocean heat flux convergence (hereafter
OHFC). This OHFC captures time-varying anomalies in ocean heat transport with CO2 doubling as well as OHU
below the mixed layer; the latter is captured as an anomalous divergence of the ocean heat flux from the
mixed layer (i.e., as a negative OHFC anomaly).

We then evaluate the climatic impact of the time-varying ocean state by imposing each of these distinct
perturbed OHFC patterns (Pert OHFC; computed from the monthly mean of the fully coupled CO2 doubling
experiment over years 0–30, 60–90, 150–180, and 470–500, using equation (1)) in a version of the CESM1
where Parallel Ocean Program version 2 has been replaced by a slab ocean model (hereafter CESM-SOM;
see Bitz et al., 2012; Hansen et al., 1984, for earlier implementations of the SOM). The climatic impact of each of
the four ocean states is assessed by differencing the relevant PertAtm+OcnX CESM-SOM experiment (2XCO2

with Pert OHFC derived from years X-15 to X+15 from the fully coupled CO2 doubling experiment) from
PertAtm (2XCO2 with Control OHFC, which is computed from a fully coupled preindustrial control run). The
climatic impact of CO2 doubling, without any accompanying changes in the ocean state, is assessed as the
difference between PertAtm and Control (1XCO2 with Control OHFC). Each CESM-SOM experiment (listed in
Table 1) is run for 60 years; climatologies are computed over the final 30 years, when the run can be considered
to be in equilibrium.

SINGH ET AL. 13,033
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2.4. Sensitivity and Radiative Feedback Analysis
The effective climate feedback parameter, 𝜆eff, is computed as

𝜆eff = F − H − ∇ ⋅ [TET]
ΔT

, (2)

where F is the forcing (equal to 3.8 W/m2 for CO2 doubling in CAM5; see Gettelman et al., 2012), H is the
hemispheric OHU (see Table 1), ∇ ⋅ [TET] is the hemispheric divergence of the total energy transport in the
equilibrated CESM-SOM experiment (computed as the cross-equatorial energy transport anomaly per unit
area over each hemisphere), andΔT is the surface temperature change in the equilibrated CESM-SOM experi-
ment. The efficacy of the OHU forcing is the ratio 𝜀 = 𝜆2XCO2

eff
∕𝜆OHU

eff
, where𝜆2XCO2

eff
is computed from the PertAtm

experiment. Because H is very close to zero for the experiment utilizing OHFC from years 470 to 500, neither
𝜆OHU

eff
nor 𝜀 are computed for this forcing.

Individual components of the global radiative feedback over the polar regions (water vapor longwave, water
vapor shortwave, lapse rate, Planck, surface albedo, and cloud feedback components) are evaluated using
the radiative kernel methodology (Soden et al., 2008), where the radiative feedback 𝜆X ≡ 𝜕RX∕𝜕T due to X at
location 𝜙 is

𝜆X (𝜙) =
𝜕R
𝜕X

|
|
|
|𝜙

ΔX(𝜙)
ΔT

, (3)

where 𝜕R
𝜕X

|
|
|𝜙

is the radiative kernel for X (computed from CAM3; see Shell et al., 2008),ΔX(𝜙) is the local change

in X , and ΔT is the global surface temperature change. We use the radiative kernels described in Shell et al.
(2008); radiative feedback parameter estimates have been shown to be relatively insensitive to the choice
of feedback kernel (Soden et al., 2008). High-latitude feedbacks are computed for each hemisphere as the
area-weighted integral of 𝜆X from 60∘N/S to the pole.

3. Results
3.1. CMIP5 Intermodel Comparisons
One hundred years following abrupt CO2 quadrupling, all CMIP5 models exhibit less warming over the Antarc-
tic (Figure 1a) than the Arctic, with differences between the hemispheres exceeding 4 K (8 K) poleward of
60∘N/S (75∘N/S). On the other hand, while polar climate sensitivity is substantially greater over the Arctic than
the Antarctic in all models (also see SI Figure S1), SH subpolar OHU does not exceed NH subpolar OHU in all
models (Figures 1b and S2). Indeed, out of the 13 models compared in this study, two have greater net OHU
in the NH than the SH 100 years following CO2 quadrupling (see SI Figure S2c).

To assess the relationship between greater OHU in the SH (relative to the NH) and weaker polar climate sen-
sitivity over the Antarctic (relative to the Arctic), we plot the interhemispheric OHU difference (poleward of
50∘N/S) and the interhemispheric difference in warming over this same region (Figure 1c). If stronger hemi-
spheric subpolar OHU was linked to weaker hemispheric warming with CO2 forcing (and vice versa), we would
expect that models with greater SH subpolar OHU than NH subpolar OHU would warm far less over the Antarc-
tic than the Arctic compared to those models with more similar NH and SH subpolar OHU. Indeed, we find that
models with more asymmetry in hemispheric OHU also have greater interhemispheric asymmetry in polar
warming (r = 0.6). Overall, 0.6 K greater polar climate warming is expected per 1 W/m2 of reduced OHU (rela-
tive to the other hemisphere; slope of best fit line in Figure 1c). However, even if OHU is identical in both the
hemispheres, Arctic warming is expected to exceed Antarctic warming by ∼3 K (y intercept in Figure 1c).

Though CMIP5 results suggest that greater hemispheric OHU is linked to weaker polar warming in that
hemisphere, it is unclear whether this relationship is a causal one. Weaker hemispheric warming either may
facilitate greater OHU (by prompting greater energy flux convergence; see, e.g., Hwang et al., 2011) or may
be caused by it. Furthermore, these causal relationships may differ in the NH and SH; indeed, OHU over the
Southern Ocean has been shown to be passive (i.e., atmosphere driven; see Armour et al., 2016; Garuba et al.,
2017), while OHU over the North Atlantic depends on redistributive changes in the ocean circulation (i.e.,
active; see Garuba et al., 2017). Therefore, in order to assess the impact of OHU on the rest of the climate sys-
tem, particularly the polar regions, we isolate this ocean response in a single model, impose it in a slab ocean
framework, and analyze its high-latitude climatic impact.

SINGH ET AL. 13,034
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Figure 2. Ocean response to CO2 doubling in the fully coupled CESM1 and impact of this ocean response in the
CESM-SOM: (a) zonally averaged OHU (W/m2; positive downward) following CO2 doubling in the fully coupled CESM1
over years 0–30, 60–90, 150–180, and 470–500. (b) As in (a) but for the ocean heat flux convergence (OHFC, W/m2)
anomaly in the mixed layer. (c) Zonally averaged surface temperature impact (K) of the evolving OHFC anomaly (derived
from the fully coupled CESM1, over years 0–30, 60–90, 150–180, and 470–500 following CO2 doubling) in the
CESM-SOM, computed as PertAtm+PertOcnX − PertAtm. (d) The effective feedback parameter (𝜆eff, W/m2/K) for the
2XCO2 and OHFC forcings, computed in each hemisphere for the tropics (0 to 30∘N/S), midlatitudes (30∘N/S to 60∘N/S)
and high latitudes (60∘N/S to the pole). (e) The efficacy 𝜀 of the OHFC forcings relative to CO2 doubling. In (c), the scaled
(multiplied by −1∕4) surface temperature response to CO2 doubling in the CESM-SOM is also shown (dashed black line)
and in (d) and (e), 𝜆eff and 𝜀 are not computed for the OHFC, years 470–500 SOM experiment since the hemispheric
OHU is very small in this case (< 0.2 W/m2).

3.2. Ocean Response to CO2 doubling and Its Climatic Impact
In the CESM1, CO2 doubling warms the Arctic by 3 K more than it warms the Antarctic (see SI Figure S3) while
OHU in the NH exceeds OHU in the SH by at least 0.2 W/m2 (Figure S4; shown as black dot in Figure 1c for
surface temperatures and OHU averaged poleward of 50∘N/S). Following abrupt CO2 doubling, the spatial
pattern of the OHU evolves with time, from one that includes both tropical and subpolar heat uptake (years
0–30 in Figure 2a) to one where the largest heat uptake anomalies in each hemisphere are over the subpolar
oceans (years 60–90, 150–180, and 470–500 in Figure 2a). The OHFC computed from these different time
periods reflects these anomalies in the OHU (Figure 2b): subpolar OHU manifests as a negative OHFC anomaly
∼60∘N/S which equilibrates with time (i.e., the area-weighted average between subtropics and high latitudes
becomes small). Increased OHFC into the polar oceans is also evident (at 80∘N and 70∘S; Figure 2b) and results
from greater ocean heat transport into the high latitudes (which characterizes many GCMs with greater polar
amplification; see, e.g., Holland & Bitz, 2003; Hwang et al., 2011).

As expected, imposing these OHFC anomalies as a forcing in the CESM-SOM (see section 2) induces global
cooling (Figure 2c) because the net global OHU is negative. In both hemispheres, the regions of greatest
cooling are ∼60∘N/S and are well colocated with regions of greatest OHU with CO2 doubling in the fully cou-
pled CESM (compare Figure 2c with Figure 2a). OHFC-induced cooling is minimal over the tropics and high
latitudes; this signature contrasts sharply with the polar-amplified temperature response to CO2 doubling
(Figure 2c, black dashed line showing the scaled response with a change of sign).

The effective climate feedback parameter highlights regional and forcing-dependent differences in the cli-
mate response (Figure 2d). For a given forcing, feedbacks are most stabilizing (i.e., most effective at bringing
the net top-of-atmosphere [TOA] anomaly closer to zero and, therefore, equilibrium) over the tropics and
least stabilizing (i.e., least effective at bringing the net TOA anomaly closer to zero) over the high latitudes
(except in the SH for the years 60–90 and 150–180 OHFC anomalies), which is consistent with greater climate

SINGH ET AL. 13,035
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Figure 3. Seasonal ocean response to CO2 doubling in the fully coupled CESM1 and seasonal impact of this ocean response in the CESM-SOM: (a–d) change in
ocean heat flux convergence (OHFC; colors, W/m2) and sea ice fraction (contours) over years 150–180 following CO2 doubling in the fully coupled CESM.
(e–h) Seasonal change in temperature (colors, K) and sea ice fraction (contours) due to the years 150–180 OHFC change, calculated as PertAtm+PertOcn165 −
PertAtm. Shown for the winter (a, c, e, and g; December-January-February [DJF] for the Arctic and June-July-August [JJA] for the Antarctic) and summer seasons
(b, d, f, and h; JJA for the Arctic and DJF for the Antarctic) over the Arctic (a, b, e, and f ) and Antarctic (c, d, g, and h).

sensitivity over the high latitudes (which results in polar amplification of the climate response; see, e.g.,
Manabe & Wetherald, 1975). The effective feedback is particularly stabilizing for the OHFC forcings in the trop-
ics, since the tropics cool very little with the imposed OHFC (reflecting the tendency of extratropical forcings
to elicit only muted responses over the tropics; see Alexeev et al., 2005). While cooling due to the anoma-
lous OHFC appears roughly symmetric between the hemispheres (Figure 2c), the effective climate feedback
parameter also highlights asymmetries between the NH and SH (Figure 2d). Over all regions (the tropics,
0–30∘N/S; midlatitudes, 30∘N/S to 60∘N/S; and high latitudes, 60∘N/S to 90∘N/S), both CO2 doubling and
OHFC anomalies trigger less stabilizing feedbacks (i.e., less effective at pulling the net TOA anomaly back to
zero) over the NH than the SH, suggesting intrinsic differences in sensitivity between the two hemispheres.

To assess the relative ability of the OHFC forcings to evoke temperature changes compared to CO2 doubling,
we examine the regional efficacy 𝜀 of each OHFC forcing (Figure 2e; assessed relative to the effective regional
feedback due to CO2 doubling; see section 2). OHFC forcings from years 0 to 30 and 60 to 90 have 𝜀 < 1,
indicating that CO2 doubling evokes a greater temperature change per unit forcing than these oceanic forc-
ings; on the other hand, the OHFC forcing from years 150 to 180 evokes similar temperature changes per unit
forcing as CO2 doubling alone, particularly over the midlatitudes (𝜀 ≈ 1). Overall, the OHFC forcing efficacy
is greatest over the midlatitudes in all experiments, where 𝜀 is greater over the SH than the NH; conversely,
OHFC forcing efficacy is generally greater over the NH than the SH in the tropics and high latitudes. Compared
to the midlatitudes, the efficacy of the OHFC forcing is surprisingly low over the high latitudes, even through
the greatest OHFC forcings flank the polar oceans (∼60∘N/S; Figure 2b). This decreased forcing efficacy over
the high latitudes can be understood in terms of the seasonal OHFC response to CO2 doubling and the polar
climate response to these OHFC anomalies, which we now explore further.

SINGH ET AL. 13,036
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Figure 4. High-latitude feedback analysis of CESM-SOM experiments,
comparing the Arctic and Antarctic: (a) winter season water vapor longwave
(WV LW), water vapor shortwave (WV SW), cloud, lapse rate, Planck, and
surface albedo feedbacks over the Arctic (60–90∘N;
December-January-February [DJF]) versus the Antarctic (60–90∘S;
June-July-August [JJA]) in PertAtm (2XCO2 only; large circle markers) and
PertAtm+OcnX (2XCO2 with OHFC from years 0 to 30, 60 to 90, 150 to 180,
and 470 to 500 of the fully coupled CO2 doubling experiment; small
markers) CESM-SOM experiments. (b) As in (a) but for the summer season
(JJA for the Arctic and DJF for the Antarctic).(c) As in (a) but for the annual
mean. The one-to-one line is also shown.

3.2.1. Seasonal OHFC Changes and Climate Responses Over the High
Latitudes
With CO2 doubling, OHFC anomalies are strongly seasonal over the high
latitudes (Figures 3a–3d, shown over years 150–180 following CO2 dou-
bling). In winter, converging ocean heat at the sea ice edge contains ice
extent in the preindustrial control climate (Bitz et al., 2005); when CO2 is
doubled, OHFC increases over polar latitudes and decreases over subpolar
latitudes in both hemispheres in winter (Figures 3a and 3c), constituting
a poleward OHFC shift that coincides with the retreating sea ice edge
(see Bitz et al., 2006; Singh et al., 2017) and increases with time following
CO2 doubling in the fully coupled CESM (see SI Figure S5). This poleward
OHFC shift reflects a winter season increase in ocean heat transport in
the mixed layer in the high latitudes (Figure S6; 0.2-PW increase into the
Arctic and 0.4-PW increase into the Antarctic in years 470–500 following
CO2 doubling) and corresponds closely to a poleward shift in winter sea-
son heat loss from the mixed layer (see SI Figure S7; also see Sutton &
Mathieu, 2002, who show that OHFC anomalies are well colocated with
upward turbulent heat flux anomalies). No similar poleward OHFC shift
occurs in summer (Figures 3b and 3d).

The climatic impact of this highly seasonal OHFC forcing can be assessed
in the CESM-SOM (by differencing the PertAtm+OcnX and PertAtm exper-
iments). Increased ocean heating of the polar regions dominates the
high-latitude climate response in winter, with increased surface temper-
atures and decreased sea ice (Figures 3e and 3g). The low efficacy of
the OHFC forcings in the high latitudes (recall Figure 2e) is due to this
ocean-driven warming of the polar regions in winter, which opposes the
general global cooling tendency driven by the OHFC. In general, winter
warming and sea ice retreat due to the OHFC forcing increase with time
(i.e., the response is greater for the OHFC from years 470 to 500 following
CO2 doubling in the fully coupled models than for OHFC from earlier time
periods; see Figure S8). In the NH, the Arctic Ocean (primarily the Nordic,
Beaufort, and Chukchi Seas) warms and loses sea ice, while the surround-
ing land masses (boreal North America and NE Eurasia) warm (Figure 3e); in
the SH, warming is limited to the margin of the Antarctic continent (primar-
ily the Amundson-Bellinghausen Sea and the edge of the East Antarctic
continental shelf region), with little warming over the Antarctic continent
itself (Figure 3g). In both hemispheres, this winter polar warming is accom-
panied by subpolar cooling, notably over Greenland and the North Atlantic
in the NH and ∼60∘S in the SH.

In summer, both hemispheres experience cooling with the imposed OHFC
forcing (Figures 3f and 3h), though cooling is approximately 1 K greater in

the NH than the SH. This cooling, however, is accompanied by regions of modest summer warming that coin-
cide with areas of winter season sea ice loss (compare summer sea ice fraction change contours in Figure 3h
with Figure 3g and in Figure 3i with Figure 3j). Since summer temperatures are generally cooler, this decrease
in summer sea ice must be a result of sea ice decline in the previous winter. Therefore, though OHU cools the
high latitudes in summer, summer sea ice still declines because of increased winter season OHFC that thins
and reduces the area of the ice pack.

3.3. Comparative Radiative Feedback Analysis
We assess the differing sensitivity of the Arctic and Antarctic by comparing their respective radiative feedback
components (Figure 4). Feedback components in the first quadrant are destabilizing over both the Arctic and
Antarctic in that they pull the global net TOA anomaly away from zero (i.e., away from radiative equilibrium);
in contrast, feedback components in the third quadrant are stabilizing over both the Arctic and Antarctic
in that they push the global net TOA anomaly back to zero (i.e., toward radiative equilibrium). Furthermore,
feedbacks that lie to the right of the one-to-one line (all of which are in the first quadrant and are therefore
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destabilizing over both poles) tend to pull the Arctic further away from TOA radiative equilibrium than those
same feedbacks in the Antarctic. In contrast, the Planck feedback, which is stabilizing over both poles, lies to
the left of the one-to-one line: it pulls the Arctic more strongly toward TOA radiative equilibrium than it does
the Antarctic.

With CO2 doubling only (i.e., without any oceanic changes), destabilizing radiative feedbacks (i.e., those that
push the net TOA anomaly away from zero) are more destabilizing over the Arctic than the Antarctic (i.e.,
they lie to the right of the one-to-one line; Figure 4, large circle markers). In summer, this Arctic-Antarctic
asymmetry is evident in the ice albedo, water vapor longwave (WV LW), water vapor shortwave (WV SW), and
cloud feedbacks, all of which are more destabilizing over the Arctic than Antarctic (0.7, 0.6, 0.3, and 1.3 W/m2/K
greater ice albedo; WV LW, WV SW, and cloud feedbacks in the Arctic relative to the Antarctic, respectively);
in winter, this asymmetry is confined to the lapse rate feedback (1.4 W/m2/K greater in the Arctic than in
the Antarctic). In contrast, the Planck feedback, which pulls the net TOA radiative anomaly back toward zero,
compensates, albeit incompletely, by stabilizing the Arctic more than the Antarctic (i.e., the Planck feedback
lies to the left of the one-to-one line and is 1.9 W/m2/K more stabilizing over the Arctic than the Antarctic;
Figure 4).

When the various OHFC forcings are combined with CO2 doubling, destabilizing feedbacks (i.e., those that
pull the net TOA anomaly away from zero) respond more strongly over the Arctic than the Antarctic in all
experiments. The most destabilizing feedbacks, the lapse rate feedback in winter, and the ice albedo feed-
back in summer, both become more destabilizing in the Arctic with the OHFC forcing (approximately 0.8
and 0.5 W/m2/K increase in the lapse rate and ice albedo feedbacks, respectively, over the Arctic in Per-
tAtm+PertOcn165 relative to PertAtm); in the Antarctic, on the other hand, there is very little change in the
magnitude of these feedbacks, except in the experiment utilizing OHFC forcing from years 470 to 500 (approx-
imately 0.2 and 0.3 W/m2/K increase in the lapse rate and ice albedo feedbacks, respectively, over the Antarctic
in PertAtm+PertOcn485 relative to PertAtm; Figure 4, small diamond markers). Though the winter season
Planck feedback stabilizes radiative feedbacks over the Arctic, thereby counteracting some destabilization by
the lapse rate feedback (Figure 4b, compare blue and purple markers), the OHFC forcings still destabilize the
total temperature feedback (the sum of the Planck and lapse rate feedbacks; not shown) by approximately
0.3 W/m2/K over the Arctic compared to the Antarctic (in PertAtm+PertOcn75 relative to PertAtm). Incom-
plete compensation by the Planck feedback is also evident in the annual mean, where the more destabilizing
ice albedo and lapse rate feedbacks over the Arctic with the added OHFC forcing are only partially offset by a
more stabilizing Planck feedback (Figure 4c, compare blue and green markers with purple).

This ocean-forced amplification of destabilizing feedbacks is closely linked to the winter season poleward
shift in the OHFC, which augments the lapse rate feedback by decreasing eddy-mediated moist static energy
transport into the polar midtroposphere from the midlatitude surface (Feldl et al., 2017; Singh et al., 2017).
The ice albedo feedback is also amplified because the winter season OHFC thins the sea ice and reduces its
area, thereby priming the ice pack for greater summer season melt (Holland et al., 2010).

Feedback analysis shows that the ocean response to CO2 doubling amplifies Arctic-Antarctic asymmetry by
destabilizing temperature and ice albedo feedbacks more so over the Arctic than over the Antarctic. More sta-
bilizing feedback processes over the Antarctic, and less sensitivity of these feedbacks to similar OHFC forcings
may be explained (in part) by the smaller area over which these feedbacks operate over the Antarctic com-
pared to the Arctic. Neither the ice albedo feedback nor the lapse rate feedback operate over the Antarctic
continent itself (Figures S9 and S10); on the other hand, both lapse rate and ice albedo feedbacks are strongly
destabilizing over both ocean and boreal land areas of the Arctic. When the perturbed OHFC is imposed, these
destabilizing feedbacks are amplified over a greater area in the Arctic than the Antarctic, accounting for some
of the greater sensitivity of the former.

4. Discussion

Forcings that are relatively symmetric between the hemispheres (either CO2 doubling in isolation or hemi-
spherically similar OHFC forcings, as in some GCMs such as the CESM) can give rise to hemispherically
asymmetric climate responses. This result is evident from our analysis of GCMs participating in CMIP5 and is
further corroborated from direct assessment of the equilibrium response to OHFC forcings and CO2 doubling
in the CESM-SOM. Overall, these results show that the Arctic and Antarctic regions have different intrinsic
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sensitivities to forcings, whether the forcings are atmospheric (as for CO2 doubling) or applied at the surface
(as for changes in ocean heat convergence).

Our results show that the (transient) ocean response to CO2 forcing magnifies asymmetries between the Arctic
and Antarctic. However, the ocean does not merely curtail Antarctic warming by taking up more heat in the
SH relative to the NH. We have shown that changes in ocean heat convergence destabilize radiative feedbacks
over the Arctic, which amplifies Arctic climate sensitivity; the Antarctic, on the other hand, remains relatively
impervious to the ocean response, except at very long time scales (i.e., the response to the OHFC forcing
derived from years 470 to 500 in the fully coupled CO2 doubling experiment). Destabilization of Arctic radiative
feedbacks is closely tied to the poleward shift in the high-latitude OHFC, which amplifies the winter season
lapse rate feedback (Singh et al., 2017); the increased summer season ice albedo feedback arises because of
reduced summer sea ice amidst cooler summer season temperatures. Therefore, from a TOA perspective, the
polar climate response to CO2 forced OHFC anomalies is fundamentally a response to increased ocean heat
transport into the high latitudes, not to subpolar heat uptake per se.

From a hemispheric perspective, the ocean response may actually decrease climate sensitivity asymmetry
between the NH and SH in some models. While the ocean heat convergence cools both hemispheres in the
annual mean, the feedbacks triggered by the ocean forcing (which are relatively symmetric in magnitude in
the CESM) more efficiently dissipate the forcing in the SH than in the NH (i.e., 𝜆eff is more stabilizing in the
SH than in the NH). Therefore, in models where differences in OHU between the hemispheres are small, the
ocean response may actually cool the NH more than the SH and thereby decrease hemispheric asymmetries
in climate sensitivity.

As shown in the idealized studies of Rose et al. (2014), the spatial pattern of OHU has a major impact on both
the magnitude and spatial pattern of the climate system response. Our results support the finding that subpo-
lar heat uptake is more efficacious than tropical heat uptake (compare the greater efficacy of the temperature
response in CESM-SOM experiments using OHFC from years 150 to 180 after CO2 doubling versus years 0–30
and 60–90). However, our results also show that the spatial pattern of OHU may impact its forcing efficacy
in unexpected ways; subtle changes in the spatial pattern of OHU may result in very different hemispheric
forcing efficacies (recall Figure 3e). Additionally, the sensitivity of Arctic and Antarctic climates to the ocean
response strongly depends on the winter season poleward shift in the OHFC, which is not accounted for in
such idealized experiments.

We conclude with some important caveats of the present study. First, we have analyzed the impact of the
transient ocean response to CO2 doubling in a single model; multimodel studies will have to be undertaken
to confirm that the mechanisms described here can be generalized. Furthermore, we have not considered
the role of Antarctic ozone depletion in our analysis, which may play a role in suppressed climate sensitivity
over the Antarctic in the present day (see, e.g., Marshall et al., 2014). We have also assumed linearity in the
forcing feedback framework, thereby neglecting the possibility that asymmetry between the climate system
response to positive (e.g., CO2) and negative (e.g., OHU) forcings may underpin differences in efficacy (see,
e.g., Schaller et al., 2014, for a discussion in a solar geoengineering context). Finally, we have not considered
how sensitivity may be impacted by multicentennial processes, including loss of the Greenland and Antarctic
ice sheets; ice sheet orography, for example, may amplify sensitivity differences between the hemispheres
(Salzmann, 2017). Indeed, ice sheet orography can be shown to damp the destabilizing high-latitude lapse
rate feedback triggered by CO2 forcings, a subject that we reserve for future study. Despite these caveats, our
results suggest that at least some of the asymmetry between the Arctic and Antarctic may be ascribed to
intrinsic differences in sensitivity and that the ocean response may further amplify these differences.
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